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About�Us
Changsha Kiloview Electronics Co., Ltd. is a professional 

solution provider for video transmission and management. Based 

on technology innovation, Kiloview can provide complete solution 

of end-to-end HD and 4K video encoding, decoding, conversion, 

IP broadcast switcher, streaming media services etc., as well as 

NDI solutions. We help customers in broadcasting production, 

live broadcasting of gaming and entertainment events, education 

and medical, security and monitoring, enterprise marketing, 

churches and other industries.

With 10+ years of accumulation and development, Kiloview has 

mastered unique technologies in low-bitrate encoding, low 

bandwidth transmission, wired/ wireless transmission, HD 

decoding, multi-format conversion, streaming media service 

management as well as NDI solutions. 

D e d i c a t i o n m a k e s p r o f e s s i o n , d u e t o t h e p r o f e s s i o n a l 

performance, quali ty and services, Ki loview becomes the 

strategic partner of NewTek, CCTV, Hunan TV, Phoenix TV, 

China Mobile, China Telecom and other reputed enterprises and 

institutions. Products have been exported to more than 30 

countries worldwide.

Kiloview is a National High-Tech Enterprise and Technology 

Innovation Giant Enterprise in China. Its products have passed 

HDMI licensing certification, CE certification and others. With 

continuous technological innovation, Kiloview will be your reliable 

partner.

20000
+

15 years+ technical accumulation, complete solutions.

Full series of video encoders (Wired, wireless, 4G-LTE, NDI, satellite, rack-mounted etc), decoders, converters, 

media gateways, network console related hardware and software products and technology

True manufacturer, self-owned R&D, production, testing, sales, service team. 
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KILOVIEW
SUNSHINE

NDI HX

TRUE NDI

CONVERTER

IMS
System 

Management

D300
Media Gateway 

(Protocols 

conversion)

ENCODER

DECODER

NDI

Cooperative�clients

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

15+
Years

200K+ units sold, ingenious quality is widely recognized. 

CE/ FCC  Certificate HDMI  Certificate

Kiloview pursues providing high-definition and low-latency products. 

Focusing on details and ingenuity manufacturing, which effective guarantees the quality of Kiloview products.

30
+ Excellent chip solutions, Strict testing standards, Sophisticated housing design, Low power consumption design.

Modular design makes the manufacturing, maintenance, customization development more convenient and faster, 

product quality more stable.

With componentized software technology, Kiloview can flexibly meet a variety of needs. SDK is available for 

secondary development.

Exporting 30+ countries, modular products,customization available. 

Focus on customer needs, Kiloview aims to provide cost-effective, multi- functional and professional products and 

solutions.

Kiloview's strategic partners includes NewTek, CSIC, CCTV, Hunan Satellite TV, China Mobile, Tencent video, etc.

Serving 6,000+ customers, each product is designed to solve customer problems.

6000
+

 ISO Certificate    



4G-LTE Bonding transmission/ 
live streaming technology

Technology�Advantages
Pioneer in industry based on continuous technological innovation 
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Broadcast and TV Education 

Medical 

IMS

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Up to 4 channels 4G-LTE signal 

bonding transmission supported, 
with built-in battery & hot shoe bracket 

mountable on the camera, suitable for 

portable application.

NDI encoding transmission 
Technology

As a strategic partner of NewTek, 

Kiloview provides solutions and 

products of NDI HX Wireless encoders, 

TRUE NDI converters, NDI decoders 

and NDI customization. 

4K H265 encoding and 
decoding technology 

Adopting H.265 (HEVC) 

Encoding&Decoding, 4K UHD 

supported.

Rack- mounted multi-channel 
encoding technology

Kiloview provides 3U rack-mounted 32 

CH , 1U 4CH, 1U rack-mounted 1 CH 

SDI/HDMI encoders.

Multi- parties video 
collaboration technology

Dual functions of multi-channel audio 

and video encoding and decoding are 

supported by one device.
Dual or multi- directional audio and 

video interaction.

Video protocols conversion 

Protocols including RTP/RTSP, TS 

over UDP, RTMP, HLS (m3u8), SIP 

(supports multi- parties conference 

mode), GB/T 28181, Onvif and other 

expandable media protocols are 

supported, and the interconversions 

available such as RTSP to RTMP live, 

or RTSP to GB/T28181, etc.

Video formats conversion 

SDI to HDMI/VGA/AV (CVBS) signals 

or HDMI/VGA/AV (CVBS) converted to 

SDI signal;
Up and down conversion; 
Frame rate conversion;

Low-cost SDI to HDMI conversion. 

Voice talkback technology 

With Kiloview voice intercom platform 

(software), all encoders and decoders 

support bidirectional
or multi-voice intercom. 

Streaming media centralized 
management platform  

Centralized management such as 

display of device status, parameters 

remote setting, firmware remote 

upgrade, production management, role 

management etc. for all encoders, 

decoders and streaming devices.

Focus on clients’needs. 
We do what you need. 

Others

Solutions



Kiloview P series 4G bonding encoders with small compact 

(400g) appearance and stable performance, equipped with 

internal battery, can be connected to the camera via hot shoe, 

to encode SDI signal into IP stream. Through 4G bonding 

network , the outdoor l i ve in terv iew v ideo is s tab le ly 

transmitted to the production center in high definition. At the 

production center, Kiloview HD decoders can be equipped and 

the IP s igna l can be decoded in to SDI s igna l to be 

synchronized and produced. 

Remote 
reporter 4G bonding 

encoder

4G bonding 
Network

HD decoder Production 
center

Easy access to news video from remote site to broadcast 
production center

In the process of broadcast production, Kiloview offers professional SDI 

signal converters, which can convert SDI signal to HDMI/ VGA/CVBS 

signal with high quality, no color distortion while frame rate and 

resolution conversion compatible.

HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

Meanwhile, Kiloview HD decoder can transfer network video source to 

SDI signal for production purpose. 

Network program     HD decoder   Production center 

In big show site, each camera is equipped with one Kiloview encoder, 

connecting via LAN or private line; in the director monitoring center,  

Kiloview HD decoder can be configured to decode the low-latency video 

from different sites into SDI or HDMI signals, then displayed on the 

monitoring screen, to make sure directors can see live shots before air. 

For some events with large scale monitoring systems, Kiloview can 

provide IMS integrated media management system to realize the unified 

and intelligent management to all the cameras.

4G

4G

4G

4G

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

Tricaster/ Vmix
Production Platforms

NDI Encoder 

LAN

1.Portable outdoor live broadcast

3.SDI signal conversion

4.Program production monitoring

6.Network live streaming
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I M S

server

Camera Encoder 

Public IP/
Private Line

Decoder

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

HD-SDI

Production Center

2.Remote program production transmission
Get low latency live video from remote locations to broadcast 
centers for production

High cost and many cables in live show? Kiloview offers a 

flexible and cost-effective solution to help you solve this 

issue. Through Kiloview high-definition encoders, the multi-

camera program signal can stablely be transmitted to the 

broadcast production center through IP network (public 

network or private l ine), while the production center is 

equipped with Kiloview HD video decoders, which can decode  

IP streams into SDI signal, synchronously produced then 

broadcast.

Portable and stable signal conversion solution

Transfer the video of each camera to the centralized 
monitoring center with low latency.

Camera Encoder Decoder

Monitoring screen

5.Studio NDI encoding solution

NDI converter makes your post production more easily and 
smoothly 

With the help of Kiloview-based NDI converter, it’s no need to have 

complicated SDI cables in the studio, through LAN, video can be 

captured with ultra low-latency and go for post production.

Camera LAN

Faster, easier, better network live streaming, thanks to 
Kiloview products. 

For multi-camera programs, such as marathon events, Kiloview can 

provide 4G bonding encoders (video transmitter) and HD decoders 

(video receiver) to transmit video from each camera to the console 

station in real time (hardware console or software console), mobile 

shooting is supportable. After post production completed, the live 

streaming of the video is accessible to show and share on the live 

broadcast platforms of the whole network through its built-in stream 

pushing function. If the console device does not have the stream 

pushing function, the console only needs to be connected to Kiloview 

encoder, and can realize live streaming on different live broadcast 

platforms.

For single camera program, it only needs to connect Kiloview encoder to 

camera (or SDI/HDMI signal from computer and others) and network, 

then it can go for live streaming on different live broadcast platforms.

Camera+
4G bonding encoder

 Cloud 
Server

Decoder

 Console 
(Production center) 

Encoder

Live streaming 
platforms

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Broadcast Industry
Video Encoding & Conversion Solutions



Camera 

Wireless encoder

Record and 
stream device 

WIFI

PTZ For student

Sound pick-up

Projector

PTZ For teacher

Campus 
Network

Teacher’s computer 

VGA encoder

Network video Decoder Display screen 
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Control Central 

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Education Industry 
Live Broadcasting Solution

Kiloview can provide wireless encoders with compact size and 

stable performance (G series Wifi encoders or P series 4G 

bonding encoders, can transfer video from cameras to record and 

stream unit), which can be used with the record and stream device 

in pair to realize the recording system upgrading from wired to 

wireless at low cost. 

1.Upgrade record and stream unit to wireless solution

2.Encoding main board equipped for record and stream device  (4K UHD encoding board available )

With more than 10 years’ experience in the field of encoding and streaming,  Kiloview has the ability to provide main board (including 4K 

encoding and recording board) for your record and stream device according to your requirement which can reduce your development cycle 

and save your R&D cost. 

3.Low-cost multimedia courseware recording/ live streaming solution

Kiloview can provide professional VGA/HDMI 

input encoder which can push the multimedia 

courseware to campus network w i th the 

purpose of regular courses recording which 

can replace the record and stream device to 

make the project cheaper. 

Regular cloud 
recording classroom  

4.Upgrading remote interactive teaching solution 

Ki lov iew v ideo decoders can be insta l led in var ious 

classrooms, which pull streams from the internet and then 

decode it and output on large screens in local classrooms, 

through which, it is available for teachers and students to 

view the remote interactive teaching content. 

Meanwhile, Kiloview can also provide a multi-sources 

interactive unit which included functions of video & audio 

encoding, decoding and stream switching, which can be 

integrated into your systems. 



Kiloview can provide professional teaching hosts and terminals for 

medical industry, realizing multi-scenarios real-time interaction between 

operating room and remote demonstration classroom.

Teaching host is deployed in the operating room, all video signals in the 

operating room, such as signals from laparoscopic/ shadowless camera/ 

surgery field camera/ ultrasound/ microscopy equipment, as well as the 

voice signal of the instructor, can be encoded as IP streams to the remote 

classrooms, or other mobile terminals. On the other hand, it can also 

receive and select the video and voice which is sent back from the 

terminals to realize video and voice interaction. It also supports live 

broadcast and recording functions.

The demonstration terminal can be deployed in remote classrooms, or 

other interact ive terminals such as the doctor’s of f ice. I t can 

simultaneously receive multiple network video/audio signal of the 

teaching host and select to play a certain screen or multiple screens. On 

the other hand, it can transmit the video/audio from the classrooms or 

doctor’s offices to the operating room for remote interaction with the 

operating room. It also supports webcast and recording. The above 

system is also applicable for healthcare communications.

Operating Room

Endoscope

ECG
Contrast  machine

Surgery 
field camera

Microphone

PTZ camera

Capture and display

Surgical teaching host

Surgery field camera

Other devices

Shadowless camera

Laparoscopic
Video encoder

Network

Video decoder

Large screen display

HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

YPbPr YPbPr

09-10Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Medical Industry 

Video Encoding and Conversion Solutions

1.Professional surgical teaching host and terminals

It can realize multi-scenarios video and audio interaction between operating room and remote demonstration classrooms, 
with live broadcast and recording functions.

Remote room 1  Remote room 2 Doctor’s office   Mobile terminals.

2. Basic surgical demonstration teaching solution

Video images from various cameras and medical equipment in the operating room can be encoded and compressed, 
then transmitted to other demonstration classrooms and display screen.

Kiloview also provides basic and low cost surgical teaching solutions that deploys a video encoder in the operating room. The video that needs to 

be demonstrated in the operating room, such as laparoscopic/ shadowless camera/ surgery field camera/ ultrasound/ microscopy, can be 

encoded as IP streams to remote demonstration terminals, or do live broadcast( mobile terminal viewing available under authorization). In 

addition, HD video decoders can be deployed in remote teaching terminals, video/ audio signal in operating room can be displayed real time on 

large screen at remote sites, and multi-channel video display simultaneously supported . Teachers can explain contents and details of surgery 

in the classroom. 

Video encoder

Video encoder

Video encoder

Network

3. SDI Video conversion 

Kiloview provides high quality SDI video converter(or PCB boards to be integrated into the device) which supports the 
conversion of SDI and HDMI/VGA/CVBS/YPbPr signals.

Kiloview provides broadcast grade SDI video converters which support SDI 

and HDMI/VGA/CVBS/YPbPr mutual conversion, using high quality 10bit 

YUV4:2:2 conversion solution, there is no color distortion. It can be carried 

out on video format for up/down conversion, frame rate conversion, color 

conditioning, image enhancement and image transformation ratio for 

selective adjustment. It is wide applicable in high-end medical industry.



Kiloview provides P series 4G bonding encoders with small compact appearance and stable performance, which can encode the live videos such as 

emergency scenes, public security criminal investigation sites and inspection sites and transmit to government command center by 4G-LTE 

network (or Ethernet). At the same time, video decoders can be deployed in the command center, and the transmitted IP video can be decoded and 

output into SDI/ HDMI signal which is convenient for large-screen monitoring.

4G

Video Camera+4G Encoder Large-screen in command center
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Submarine video transmission

Manned submarine, airport security, video satellite transmission and more

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Other industries

Emergency command, public security criminal investigation/ inspection video transmission

Kiloview configured multiple sets of customized video encoders (customized 

according to the cabin structure) for military submarine. It supports multi-

channel video input and transmits high-quality video after compression and 

encoding from the outboard to the cabin, record and save or play online in the 

cabin.

Airport security video transmission

Transmitting images of the airport security equipment to the central monitoring 

center, and the signal that the monitoring center judges to be abnormal can be 

transmitted back to the security host.

Video satellite transmission

By optimizing the TCP/IP protocol of traditional encoder, Kiloview developed a 

special type of satellite live broadcast encoder to meet the requirements of 

satellite network transmission. The video source can be compressed and 

encoded for long-distance transmission by satellite, after that pushing to live 

broadcast platforms. It supports Ka-Band/ Ku-Band satellite transmission.

Decoder 
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Input Network Support Resolutions 

Video encoders

E1

E2

M2

G1

G2

P1

P2

N1

N2

S2

U1-1

U2-1

U1-4

U2-4

R1-32

R2-32

SDI

HDMI

VGA+HDMI

SDI

HDMI

SDI

HDMI

SDI

HDMI

HDMI

1U 1 CH SDI

1U 1 CH HDMI

1U 4CH SDI

1U 4CH HDMI

3U 32CH SDI

3U 32CH HDMI

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 4K P30 

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

Up to 1080P60

DC220

D300

SDI/DVI-I
（HDMI/VGA）

SDI/HDMI

DC230
SDI/DVI-I

（HDMI/VGA）

CV180

CV190

C1 mini

SDI

HDMI/VGA/CVBS

SDI

HDMI/VGA/CVBS

SDI

HDMI Low-cost, only formats conversion 

Media gateways

D300 Plus

D300 Pro

Convert among protocols  RTP/RTSP, 

TS over UDP, RTMP,HLS (m3u8), SIP, 

GB/T28181,Onvif, etc. 

4 channels convert 
simultaneously 

Video Encoders Video Decoders

Media Gateway Streaming Media Centralized Management 

Kiloview Products Selection Guide

Video Converters

Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Products
Various options for cost-effective or high-end 
professional applications 

Categories 

Wired encoders 

Wireless encoders

4G bonding 
Encoders 

NDI encoders 

4K H.265 encoders 

Model No.

RJ-45 Ethernet 

4 CH 4G bonding/ WIFI/ USB-extend Ethernet  

WIFI/ USB-extend Ethernet

Rack-mounted 
encoders

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

RJ-45 Ethernet 

WIFI/ USB-extend Ethernet

WIFI/ Ethernet

WIFI/ Ethernet

4 CH 4G bonding/ WIFI/ USB-extend Ethernet  

Video decoders

Video converters

Media gateway

Categories  Model No. Output  Resolutions Decoding ability

H264 decoders  

H264 decoders  

4K H.265 decoders

SDI/HDMI: up to 1080P60; VGA: up to UXGA;

Don’ t support 1080p59.94/i59.94

SDI/HDMI: up to 1080P60; VGA: up to UXGA;

Support 1080p59.94/i59.94

SDI: up to 1080P60; HDMI: up to 4KP60

Single CH video decoding output 

Up to 4 CH video decoding output

Up to 16 channels (1080p30) split display, 
dynamic flow switch 

Categories  Input  Output  Other functionsModel No. 

Multifunctional 
Converters

Mini converters 

Frame rate conversion, image size,
 color adjustment, etc.

Categories  Protocols 
conversion ability 

Protocols conversion category  Other functionsModel No. 

9 channels convert 
simultaneously 

Stream switching/segmentation, up to 100 
channels   stream distribution via RTSP/TS

Stream switching/segmentation, up to 100 
channels   stream distribution via 

RTSP/TS/RTMP/HLS



N SERIES NDI Video Encoders
Professional production 

front-end device

N series NDI video encoder is a professional device 

designed for NDI video production field. It compresses and 

encodes SDI or HDMI video source into NDI stream, 

transmit video via wired or WIFI for any systems, device 

and software on your network.

N1 supports SDI signal input, and N2 supports HDMI signal 

input.

 
NDI has become a more convenient and rel iable video transmission 

technology which is widely applied in the video production process. Kiloview 

NDI video encoder can directly convert the SDI or HDMI signals to NDI, and 

realize ultra-low-latency transmission through WIFI (or Ethernet) to various 

other NDI devices or software in the network for interconnecting, to reduce 

cables cost and deployment time, greatly satisfying the needs of studio and 

on-site multi- camera video production.

Applications

Parameters

Up to 1080P60Hz：   1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30;

1080p50/59.94/60;    1080i50/59.94/60;

720p23.98/24/25/29.97/30;     720p50/59.94/60

WIFINDI Protocol   Built-in Battery

Hot Shoe   SDK Provided  High-performance 
Chip Solution

N1，N2

SDI（N1）；HDMI（N2） 

AAC/G.711

3.7V 6800mAh（29.6Wh）

DC 12V 1A  /  6.5W

-20℃~45℃

115*75*35mm  /  380g 

Portable design, small compact and stable NDI Wireless 
transmission. 

SDI/HDMI

Video stream

N series 

NDI encoders

WIFI

transmission 

Graphic�and�text�overlay

Tricaster/ Vmix

production platforms

Advantages

Built-in 5.0GHz WIFI realizes stable NDI Wireless transmission, or 

USB-extend Ethernet transmission.

Built-in large-capacity lithium battery, supports 5-16v external mobile 

power supply, no need to consider wired power supply.

Internal cooling fan makes it adapts to high temperature conditions, 

stable and reliable operation.

115*75*35mm, 380g only, hot shoe mountable makes it easy to install 

on the camera for portable application.

® Authorized by NewTek, compatible with other NDI hardware and software 
products.

Available as sources for other NDI compatible systems and software, no cables everywhere 

anymore.

Ultra low-latency, mutual identification and communication of multiple data streams.

Smart connection, discovered and connected by other NDI devices automatically. 

Powerful encoding function, dual stream output, customized graphic overlay, 
voice intercom, local recording. 

Wide adjustable code rate (64kbit/s to 40Mbit/s).

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding.

Capable with customized text and image overlay function, which can be at any position on the 

screen.

Voice intercom function (need to deploy voice intercom software).

With SD/TF card slot, it supports local recording, and supports NAS network storage.

Model No.

Input

Network Support

Media transmission protocols

Video resolution

Video encoding

Audio encoding

Latency

Image and text overlay

Voice intercom

Recording

Management

Hot shoe

Battery capacity

Power supply/Consumption 

Size/ Weight

Operating temperature

Enhanced WIFI (Enhance 5.0GHz frequency+PA), USB-extend Ethernet 

NDI-HX/RTMP/TS over UDP/HLS/SIP

End-to-end by cable is about 150 ms

Custom text, image overlay function, can be superimposed to any position on the screen

Supported (require a voice intercom software)

SD/TF card slot, local recording, NAS network storage

APP/ Web 

Removable

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG ; NDI  HX

15-16



Low bandwidth,
 high quality transmission

Model

Video input

Network Support

4G bonding

Video resolution

Encoding latency

Media transmission 
protocols

P1, P2

SDI（P1）; HDMI（P2） 

Support 4G-LTE, WIFI (2.4G/5.0GHz dual mode), USB extend Ethernet

Support 4-channels 4G bonding (2 internal + 2 external) 

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

AAC/ G.711

<67ms

RTMP/ HLS/ TS over UDP/ RTP/ RTSP/ Onvif/ SIP and so on

Up to 1080P60Hz, details as follows:

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30/1080p50/59.94/60

1080i50/59.94/60/720p23.98/24/25/29.97/30

720p50/59.94/60

1080

P SERIES 4G-LTE Bonding Video Encoder
Professional device for outdoor 

live broadcast

Kiloview P series video encoder is a professional high-end 

encoding device specially designed for mobile applications. 

It can encode SDI or HDMI video source , then transmit it to 

the internet live broadcast platforms through multi-

channels 4G-LTE network (bonding). It also supports 

wired/WIFI network transmission. 

P1 supports SDI signal input, P2 supports HDMI signal 

input. 

Multi-channels 
4G bonding    

Built-in battery        1080P HD 
live streaming 

Branded chips  

Hot shoe  Low bandwidth 
transmission   

All live platforms 
supported   

SDK provided

Kiloview P series portable 4G-LTE bonding video encoder is used for outdoor 

live show, or live broadcast that needs a wide range of wireless mobile 

environment. It’ s light enough (400g) to be mounted on the camera. The video 

can be transmitted to the live platforms through 4G signals, with built-in 

battery, outdoor broadcasting can be at anytime and anywhere. 

Applications

Reliable & portable video encoding transmission, suitable for 
a variety of outdoor live broadcast applications.

Advantages

Supports 5 channels bonding including 4 channels 4G-LTE and 1 

channel Wifi/ Ethernet by USB, transmission bandwidth is greatly 

expanded to improve the reliability of video wireless transmission.

Built-in large-capacity lithium battery lasts about 3 hours, it also 

supports 5-16v external mobile power supply, making continuous 

working possible.

Total weight is 400g only (including battery), with hot shoe bracket, it 

can be mounted on camera for portable application.

Internal cooling fan makes the encoder adapting to high temperature 

conditions, stable and reliable operation.

SDI/HDMI 

Video streaming   

P series 

4G video 

encoder  

4G transmission 

WIFI / 

ethernet 

transmission  

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

Advanced encoding and transmission technology, Kiloview P series video encoder 
has high bandwidth adaptability, makes it possible to transmit high-definition, 
low-latency, good image under low bit network. 

With branded chips solution together with video dynamic noise reduction and image 

enhancement technology, it can realize good encoding image under low bit transmission. Good 

video image can be achieved at 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p  network.

Advanced video buffering technology, dynamic rate adjustment technology, FEC technology and 

links aggregation technology to ensure video encoding delay ≤ 67ms and stable  transmission.

Adjustable bit rate from 64kbit/s～40Mbit/s.

Powerful streaming media service function, supports RTSP/RTMP/TS/Onvif/SIP/
GB/T281 and some other protocols, supports image and characters overlay, 
voice intercom and other functions.

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP and some other streaming media protocols supported 

for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / 

NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding.

Capable with customized text and image overlay function, which can be at any position on the 

screen.

Voice intercom function (need to deploy voice intercom software).

With SD/TF card slot, it supports local recording, and supports NAS network storage.

Graphic�and�text�overlay

Graphic and text overlay

Video encoding

Audio encoding

3.7V 6800mAh（29.6Wh）

DC 12V 1A/ 6.5W

-20℃~45℃

115*75*35mm/ 380g 

Image and text overlay

Voice intercom

Management

Hot shoe

Battery capacity

Power supply/Consumption 

Size/ Weight

Operating temperature

Custom text, image overlay function, can be superimposed to any position on the screen

Supported (required a voice intercom software)

APP/ Web 

Removable

Parameters
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S2

Supported protocols 

 GB/T28181

MORE

NDI

Onvif

3 4 m s l o w e r l a t e n c y f o r e n c o d i n g

S SERIES 4K Video Encoder

S2 4K video encoder is an Ultra High Definition(UHD) video 

encoding device which supports 4K 30Hz resolution video 

input with H.265(HEVC)/H.264 encoding. HDMI video 

sources can be encoded and compressed over a wired 

network, to realize long-distance transmission and live 

broadcast for UHD video in network WAN and LAN.

H.265 encoding    4K UHD   Low bandwidth 
transmission  

Low latency 
decoding

Text and 
image overlay  

Voice intercom   24 Hours working   SDK provided

S2 4K UHD video encoder supports 1 channel 4K UHD HDMI signal input with 

1 channel 4K signal loop, it adopts H.265(HEVC) coding, which can transmit 

4K ultra HD video in lower bandwidth with low latency while stable.

Applications

Ultra high definition, lower bit rate, lower latency video 
transmission. 

Advantages

With advanced H.265/HEVC encoding technology, lower coding rate can 

be achieved. It can also transmit UHD video on low bandwidth network 

which can greatly save your network flow.

Slice encoding technology ensures lower latency at the encoding side.

Supports up to 4K 30HZ resolution.

Wider adjustable code rate from 64kbit/s to 40Mbit/s.

4K-HDMI 

Video streaming

S2 4K video 

encoder

Ethernet wired 

transmission

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

Graphic and text overlay

Powerful streaming media service function, supports RTSP/ RTMP/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP/ 
GB/ T28181(Customized)/ NDI(Customized) and other protocols.  

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP and some other streaming media protocols supported 

for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / 

NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main stream code rate can be up to 4K 30Hz, and the sub-stream 

supports 720p 60Hz video encoding and customization available. 

Portable size, image and characters overlay supported with functions of voice 
intercom, NAS storage, loop monitoring etc.

Portable and low power consumption makes it 24 hours continuous working available. 

Capable with customized text and image overlay function, which can be at any position on the 

screen. 

 Audio embedding encoding supported, with voice intercom function (need to deploy voice 

intercom software). 

Supports NAS network storage. 

With video real-time loop function, there is no delay and convenient for live monitoring. 

Parameters

Model

Interface

Network Support

Video resolution

Video encoding

Audio encoding

Time latency

Media transmission 
protocols

Management

Power supply

Power consumption

Operating temperature

1*HDMI in, 1*HDMI loop out

Wired Ethernet

H.265/HEVC, H264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

AAC/G.711

<34ms

RTMP/HLS/TS/RTP/RTSP/SIP/Onvif1.1/2.0 and so on；

Support customized NDI, GB/T28181 protocols.

APP/ Web 

DC 12V 1A

5W

-20℃~60℃

Up to 3840*2180 P30Hz, others as below:
1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30;1080p50/59.94/60;1080i50/59.94/60;
720p/30/50/59.94/60;Other video resolution formats with resolutions less than or equal to 1920x1200.
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SDI/HDMI 

Video source 

G series video 

encoder 

G SERIES Wireless Video Encoder

A cost-effective video encoding device

G series wireless video encoder can encode the SDI or 

HDMI video and push to network broadcast platforms 

through Ethernet or Wifi to realize video transmission, 

which makes live broadcasting available at anytime and 

anywhere. 

G1 supports SDI signal, G2 supports HDMI signal.

Support WIFI/
 Ethernet  

Branded chips  Low bandwidth 
transmission  

Text and 
image overlay   

Voice intercom   Loop monitoring   SDK provided  Low cost

In the case of limited network connection at the site, when you need to do live 

broadcast by wireless network transmission or long-distance transmission 

service, you can connect Kiloview G series video encoder with SDI/HDMI 

video source to realize wireless transmission or live streaming by local WIFI 

connection.

Applications

Built-in WIFI module, wireless video transmission/live 
broadcast supported.

Advantages

Built-in dual-band (2.4G/5.0GHz) wifi module, it supports wireless 

transmission/ live broadcast of mobile video sources in local space.

Built-in self-adaptive Ethernet interface, wired network transmission 

is also supported.

Low power consumption, 24 hours continuous working available.

WIFI / 

ethernet 

transmission  

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

High bandwidth adaptability makes it possible to transmit high-definition, 
low-latency, non-padding image under low bit network. 

With branded chips solution together with video dynamic noise reduction and image 

enhancement technology, it can realize good encoding image under low bit transmission. 
Good video image can be achieved at 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p network.

Advanced video buffering technology and FEC technology ensures video encoding delay ≤ 

67ms and stable transmission.★

Adjustable bit rate from 64kbit/s～40Mbit/s.

Powerful streaming media service function, supports RTSP/RTMP/TS/
Onvif/SIP/GB/T281 and some other protocols, supports image and characters 
overlay, voice intercom and other functions.

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP/ NDI (Customization available) and some other 

streaming media protocols supported for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, 

Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding.

Capable with customized text and image overlay function, which can be at any position on the 

screen.

Audio embedding encoding supported, with voice intercom function (need to deploy voice 

intercom software).

With SD/TF card slot, it supports local recording, and supports NAS network storage.

With video real-time loop function, there is no delay and it is convenient for live monitoring.

★Note: (≤67ms) refers to the delay of the encoder end, and the end-to-end delay also relates to network, 
    decoding, etc. 

Model

Video input

Video loop

Analog video input

Analog video output

USB 

Micro  SD

Network support

Video resolution

Video encoding

Audio encoding

Encoding latency

Media transmission protocols

Configuration

Power supply/Consumption

Operating temperature

Size/Weight

Voice intercom Supported (require a voice intercom software)

G1 （SDI），G2 (HDMI)

1*BNC SDI（G1）；1*HDMI（G2）

1*BNC SDI（G1）；1*HDMI（G2）

1*3.5mm 

1*3.5mm 

2*USB  2.0 Type-A ；1*USB 2.0 Mini-USB 

1*Micro  SD/TF  Card 

WIFI(2.4G/5.0G Hz), Wired network, 4G-LTE

 Up to 1080P60Hz：

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30Hz/1080p50/59.94/60Hz

1080i50/59.94/60Hz/720p23.98/24/25/29.97/30Hz

720p50/59.94/60Hz, 576i, 480i/720*480(NTSC)，720*576(PAL)

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

AAC/G.711

<67ms

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP/Onvif/SIP ,etc.

APP/ Web 

DC 12V 1A/4W

-20℃~60℃

125*89*28mm/380g

Parameters

Graphic and text overlay
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SDI/HDMI

Video source

E Series video 

encoder

Ethernet wired 

transmission

24h continuous 
working available

 GB/T28181

NDI

Onvif

E SERIES Wired Video Encoder

Low-cost video encoder 

E series video encoder can encode SDI or HDMI video 

source and compress into IP stream (NDI supported), to 

realize long-distance HD transmission/live broadcast over 

WAN or LAN network.

E1 supports SDI signal input, and E2 supports HDMI signal 

input.

Branded chips Low bandwidth 
transmission

Characters and 
image overlay

Voice intercom

NDI HX protocol Loop monitoring 
supported

SDK provided Low cost

The E-series video encoder is a low-cost video encoding device, which 

supports video recording at the same time. When you need to do remotely 

transmission/live broadcast for SDI or HDMI video, or do local recording, 

network recording in a wired network environment, just need to connect the E 

series video encoder with the SDI/HDMI source and the ethernet. The 

captured video can be showed online on the web or mobile platforms.

Applications

High bandwidth adaptability, makes it possible to transmit high-
definition, low-latency, non-padding image under low bit network. 

Advantages

With branded chips solution together with video dynamic noise 

reduction and image enhancement technology, it can realize good 

encoding image under low bit transmission. Good video image can be 

achieved at 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p network.

Advanced video buffering technology and FEC technology ensures 

video encoding delay ≤ 67ms  andstable and smooth transmission.★

Adjustable bit rate from 64kbit/s～40Mbit/s.

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

Branded chips

★Note: (≤67ms) refers to the delay of the encoder end, and the end-to-end 
    delay also relates to network, decoding, etc. 

Supported protocols 

Powerful streaming media service function, supports RTSP/RTMP/TS/Onvif/SIP/
GB/T281 and some other protocols. 

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP and some other streaming media protocols supported 

for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / 

NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding.

Portable size, image and characters overlay supported with functions of voice 
intercom, NAS storage, loop monitoring etc.

Portable and low power consumption makes it 24 hours continuous working available.

Capable with customized text and image overlay function, which can be at any position on the 

screen.

Audio embedding encoding supported, with voice intercom function (need to deploy voice.intercom 

software).

Supports NAS network storage.

With video real-time loop function, there is no delay and convenient for live monitoring. 

Video coding

Audio coding

Video coding bit rate

Audio coding bit rate

Encoding latency

Media transmission protocols

Management

Power supply/consumption

Operating temperature

E1 (SDI)，E2 (HDMI)

1*BNC SDI (E1) ; 1*HDMI( E2 )

1*BNC SDI (E1) ; 1*HDMI( E2 )

1*3.5mm

1*3.5mm

2*USB  2.0 Type-A; 1*USB 2.0 Mini-USB 

1*Micro  SD/TF  Card storage interface

RJ-45 Ethernet

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

AAC/ G.711

64Kbps ~ 25Mbps, adjustable

AAC coding: 16Kbps ~ 256Kbps  G.711 coding: 64Kbps

≤67ms

RTMP/ HLS/ TS over UDP/ RTP/ RTSP and so on(NDI and GB/ T28181 is customized)

APP/ Web 

DC 12V 1A/4W

-20℃ to 60℃

125*89*28mm/380g

Up to 1080P60Hz, resolutions supported:

1080p23.98/24/25/29.97/30Hz/1080p50/59.94/60Hz

1080i50/59.94/60Hz/720p23.98/24/25/29.97/30Hz

720p50/59.94/60Hz, 576i, 480i/720*480(NTSC)，720*576(PAL)

Parameters

Model

Video input

Video Loopout

Analog audio input

Analog audio output

USB interface

Micro  SD

Network Support

Video resolution

Size/Weight

MORE
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Model M2

1*VGA+1*HDMI 

2*3.5mm audio    

1*USB  2.0 Type-A

RJ-45 Ethernet

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

AAC/MPEG4-Audio, G.711

<67ms   

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP /Onvif/SIP/
Customizable support for NDI, GB/T28181 protocol

APP/ Web 

DC 12V 1A

4W

-20℃~60℃

182 * 122 * 36mm

600g

Video interface

Analog audio interface

USD Interface

Network support

Video resolution

Video coding

Audio coding

Encoding latency

Media transmission 
protocols

Management method

Power supply

Power consumption

Operating temperature

Size

Weight

Up to 1080P60Hz, details as below:
1080p/1080i/720p/480p/576p/480i/576i(up to 60Hz)
Compatible with VESA display resolution, up to 1920*1200@60Hz

HDMI/VGA 

video stream

M2 video 

encoder

Ethernet cable 

transmission

Coding with low latency（≤67ms）

67
ms

1080

M2 Wired Video Encoder
Dual interface video encoding device

M2 wired video encoder is an encoding device equipped 

with professional interface.It supports VGA & HDMI input 

and output with IP stream, realizing HD video transmission.

HDMI/VGA dual 
interface input

24h continuous 
working available

1080p HD 
live broadcast

Branded chip 
solution

Low bandwidth 
transmission support 

All live platform 
supported   

Kiloview M2 wired video encoder is your first choice if you need to encode and 

compress VGA video source or HDMI video source from teaching equipment, 

medical equipment, PC, etc. for live broadcast, transmission, storage or 

system integration.

M2 can encode various VGA video sources or HDMI video sources for remote 

transmission/ live broadcast by Ethernet.

Applications

Dual interface design, compatible with various VGA video 
sources or HDMI video sources. 

Advantages

VGA interface compatible with VGA/ XGA/ UVGA/ SVGA/ SXGA/ 

SXGA+/ WXGA/ WXGA+/ WSXGA/ WUXGA and other video sources.

HDMI interface compatible with HDMI1.4 and below.

24h continuous working available.

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

HDMI/VGA dual  interface input

High bandwidth adaptability, makes it possible to transmit high-definition, 
low-latency, non-padding image under low bit network. 

With branded chips solution together with video dynamic noise reduction and image 

enhancement technology, it can realize good encoding image under low bit transmission. Good 

video image can be achieved at 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p network.

Advanced video buffering technology and FEC technology ensures video encoding delay ≤ 

67ms  and transmission stable without non-padding.★

Adjustable bit rate from 64kbit/s～40Mbit/s.

Powerful streaming media service function, supports image and characters overlay, 
voice intercom, video storage and other functions.

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP/ NDI (Customization available) and some other 

streaming media protocols supported for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, 

Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding.

Capable with customized text and image overlay function/ at any position on the screen.

Audio embedding encoding supported, with voice intercom function (need to deploy voice 

intercom software).

With SD/TF card slot, it supports local recording/ and NAS network storage.

★Note: (≤67ms) refers to the delay of the encoder end, but the end-to-end delay relates to network, 
    decoding, etc. 

Parameters

Graphic and text overlay
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Rack-mounted 
structure

Multiple 
channels input 

Low bandwidth 
transmission

1U model: U1-1; U2-1; U1-4; U2-4

3U model: R1-32; R2-32

U1-1: 1*BNC  SDI；    U2-1: 1*HDMI ； U1-4: 4*BNC  SDI；    U2-4: 4*HDMI

R1-32: 32*BNC  SDI；  R2-32: 32*HDMI

Wired ethernet

Supports up to 1080P60Hz resolution

H.264/ AVC High/ Main/ Baseline profile (up to Level 5.3) ; Motion-JPEG

≤67ms Note: The delay of the encoder end, and the end-to-end delay also relates to network, 

decoding, etc..

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP/Onvif/SIP, etc., can be customized for NDI compatible, 

GB/T28181 protocol

Web operation

U series: built-in power supply

R series: two plug-in redundant power supply

U series: up to 25W

R series: 32 channels full load up to 150w

-20℃~60℃

U series: 483*175.25*44.5mm    R series: 482.8*300*132.5mm

U series: 1.6kg                               R series: 12.8kg

U1-1: 1*BNC  SDI；    U2-1: 1*HDMI ；   U1-4: 4*BNC  SDI；    U2-4: 4*HDMI

R1-32: 32*BNC  SDI；  R2-32: 32*HDMI

Model

Video interface

Network Support

Video loop

Video resolution

Video coding

Encoding latency

Media transmission 
protocols

Management method

Power supply

Power consumption

Operating temperature

Size

Weight

1080p HD 
live broadcast

Branded chip

SDK provided

Multi-channels 

SDI/HDMI 

video stream

U/R series 

encoder

Ethernet

wired 

transmisson

IU 4 CH HDMI interface3U 32 CH SDI interface

Support for various 
streaming protocols

1080

U Series/R Series
Rack-mounted professional 

encoding equipment

The rack-mounted encoder refers to an integrated single, 

quad or multi-channel SDI/HDMI video encoding module in 

a 1U/3U rack-mount frame through plug-in card. Through 

wired network to realize remote video transmission / live 

broadcast .

24h continuous 
working available

All live platform 
support

The rack-mounted video encoder is applied to transmit/ live broadcast 

multiple video signals simultaneously. It has multi-interfaces, high integration 

and can be mounted in the cabinet which is specially designed for various 

video engineering project.

Applications

Live broadcast/ 

streaming media 

platforms

Advantages

Highly integrated, low power consumption, stable operation.

It can integrate 1U single-channel, 1U four-channels, or 3U multi-channels SDI/ HDMI video encoding module, and supports up to 32-

channels in 3U rack. SDI encoding module and HDMI encoding module can be integrated into the same rack for customization .

Advanced low-power consumption design (150w only for 32 channels at full load), together with built-in intelligent cooling device, it can ensure 

stable operation, makes 24h continuous working available.

Branded chips

High bandwidth adaptability, it can transmit high-definition, low-latency image 
without padding even under a low-bandwidth network environment.

With branded chips solution together with video dynamic noise reduction and image 

enhancement technology, it can realize good encoding image under low bit transmission. 

Good video image can be achieved at 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p network.
In the normal scene, 1Mbps@720p, 1.5Mbps@1080p can get high quality video quality.

Advanced video buffering technology and FEC technology ensures video encoding delay ≤ 

67ms  and transmission stable without non-padding.★

Adjustable bit rate from 64kbit/s～40Mbit/s.

Powerful streaming media service function, all types of streaming media protocol 
supported.

RTP/ RTSP/ RTMP/ HLS/ TS/ Onvif/ SIP/ NDI (Customization available) and some other 

streaming media protocols supported for live broadcast on Facebook, YouTube, Ustream, 

Twitch, Wowza etc or security platform / NVR system.

Dual stream output, the main code rate up to 1080p60Hz, and the sub-stream supports 720p 

60Hz video encoding, output resolution can be self-defined.

★Note: (≤67ms) refers to the delay of the encoder end, and the end-to-end delay also relates to network, 
    decoding, etc. 

Open API programming, SDK provided for second development.

Customization service available based on client’ s needs.

Strong flexibility to support secondary development, customized service available 

Parameters
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D300 Plus/Pro

Model

Power/power consumption

Operating temperature

Size/Weight

Streaming input/output

Decoding output

Analog audio output / input

USB

Access protocol support

Output protocol support

Protocol conversion capability

Streaming media 
distribution capability

Streaming live broadcast capability

Number of decoding

Video decoding standard

SDI output format

HDMI output format

Video rate range

Audio decoding

Audio rate range

Decoding delay

Split display style

Management 

D300 Plus/ D300 Pro

2*100M/1000M RJ-45 adaptive Ethernet ports

1*SD/HD/3G-SDI, Up to 1080P 60Hz; 1 HDMI 2.0, Up to 3840x2160@60Hz

1*3.5mm line out; 1*3.5mm line in

1*USB 3.0 Type-A

RTSP/ ONVIF /RTMP/TS-UDP/RTP/SIP/HTTP

RTSP/ ONVIF /RTMP/TS-UDP/RTP /HLS/SIP/GB28181

Simultaneous 4-channels (D300plus), or 9-channels (D300pro) 1080P video conversion

D300Plus: Unicast supports 100 RTSP/TS streams
D300Pro: Unicast supports 100 channels of RTSP/TS /RTMP/HLS streams (up to 600Mbps)

(4 or 9 channel) x4 channels 1080P

4K 30Hz H.264/H.265: Up to 4 channels at the same time;
1080P 50Hz/60Hz H.264/H.265: Up to 8 channels at the same time;
1080P 30Hz or 1080i 50/60Hz or 720P and below H.264/H.265: simutaneously up to 16 CH.

H.264, H.265

1080P60/59.94/50,1080P30/29.97/25/24/23.98 1080I60/59.94/50 720P60/59.94/50 570I/50 480I/60

4K 3840x2160@60/30,1080p60/50,1080p24/25/30,1080i60/50,720p60/50 
Compatible with VESA standard formats

128Kbps ~ 40Mbps

AAC-LC / G.711 (aLaw / uLaw)

AAC: 8Kbps ~ 320Kbps G.711: 64Kbps

≤200ms

Support 1/2/4/6/8/9/16 segmentation; At the same time, it can support re-encoding release of 1 CH
multi-screen split video and the image supports 1080P60 H.264 encoding at most

Web, support remote management and remote firmware upgrade

≤6W12V/1A,

-20 ℃ ~ 60℃

138*105*25mm / 380g

Scenic spot live broadcast

Gourmet store monitoring 
live broadcast  

Campus monitoring to the public 
security network 

Push the video after it is split

Media Gateway 29-30

Media Gateway

D300 Plus/Pro media gateway is a high-performance 

embedded multi-functional device, which integrates 

functions such as stream media protocol conversion, 

stream media distribution service, multi-channels video 

decoding and video image segmentation. It can be applied 

to video format conversion, protocol intercommunication, 

decoding and splitting display from different systems, 

different manufacturers, different types and different 

encoding ways. It also works as the stream media server  

with the capability for 100 concurrent access.

Protocol 
conversion

Support 4K 16 channels 
video split to 
the screen

24h working 
mode

Support SDK

Multi-stream 
switching 

Monitoring 
video to live 
broadcast

Monitoring 
video to the 

public security 
network

It’ s used for RTSP/Onvif and other LAN monitoring or other IP-Camera video to 

public network live broadcast (RTMP/HLS/TS, etc.), such as scenic spot live 

broadcast, gourmet store monitoring live broadcast, campus monitoring live 

broadcast, breeding factory monitoring live broadcast, etc.. It can achieve multiple 

seats and multi-angle switching function.

All kinds of non-uniform standard videos are uniformly converted to meet the 

international SIP standard video.

Other scenarios where network media protocol conversion is required.

Applications

Advantages

It can realize the stream media server with the capability for 100 concurrent access
(Media distribution / live broadcast).

It supports 4 channels or 9 channels of network streaming distribution/live broadcasting function 

(and each stream can be pushed to up to 4 different live broadcast targets at the same time), and 

supports various live broadcast protocols such as RTMP.

The unicast mode can be used for simultaneous viewing by more than 100 concurrent users. It 

can be used directly as a distributed live server for live events such as courseware/ meeting/ 

program/ digital signage.

(Note: The actual number of concurrency depends on the specific network bandwidth, video format and 

other factors, and the device transmission limit does not exceed 600Mbps.)

Supports up to 16 channels of video decoding and custom split display, simultaneous 
support for multi-channel video dynamic switching output, and re-encoding 
transmission/ live (transcoding).

Supports UHD (4K)/HD H.264/ H.265 video decoding, up to 16 channels of 1080P 30Hz and below 

H.264/H.265 video decoding.

The device comes with HDMI and SDI dual interface, supports the same content or different 

content output of HDMI and SDI.

Support HDMI/ SDI embedded audio and analog audio output, audio channels can be switched at 

will, support high quality digital mixing and conference mode mixing.

Support 16 channels of video custom 1/2/4/6/8/9/16 split display, and dynamic switching output.

At the same time, it also supports re-encoding the split and recombined video for live 

broadcast/transmission. The image supports up to 1080P60 H.264 encoding.

Parameters

Protocol 
conversion

Support simultaneous 4 (D300 Plus) - channel or 9 (D300 Pro) - channel 
streaming protocol conversion.

Support  RTP/RTSP, TS over UDP, RTMP (service and push), HLS(m3u8), 

interconversion of SIP (multi-party meeting mode supported), GB/T28181, 

Onvif and other software-scalable media protocols.

Support up to 4 or 9 channel input video stream protocol conversion (media 

source can be dynamically switched, unlimitedAnd each input stream can be 

converted into 4 different target protocol stream outputs or 4 same protocol 

stream outputs.

Scalable SATA and NAS video storage capabilities.



D300 

Model

Input

Video output

Output format support

Audio output

Media transmission protocols

SDI transmission distance

Video decoding

Audio decoding

Decoding delay

Size/Weight

Decoding ability

Split screen display

Management 

Operating temperature

Power/power consumption

2 100M/1000M RJ-45 adaptive Ethernet ports

1 SD/HD/3G-SDI, Up to 1080P 60Hz; 1 HDMI 2.0, Up to 3840x2160@60Hz

D300

SDI up to 1080P60Hz, HDMI up to 4k, as follows.

SDI: 1080P60/59.94/50, 1080P30/29.97/25/24/23.98

1080I60/59.94/50 720P60/59.94/50 570I/50480I/60;

HDMI: 4K 3840x2160@60/30, 1080p60/50, 1080p24/25/30, 1080i60/50, 720p60/50

Compatible with VESA standard format.

SDI/HDMI embeded, or Analog Line-out output

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP/SIP/VOCP protocol, etc.

Belden 1694A cable standard：SD SDI ≥ 350m；HD SDI ≥ 180m；3D SDI ≥ 100m

H.265 /H.264

AAC/G.711

<200ms(adjustable)

Support 1/2/4/6/8/9/16 custom split screen

Web, support remote management and remote firmware upgrade

12V, 1A / 6w

-20℃~60℃

140*105*28mm / 380g

4K 30Hz:  Up to 4 channels ;

1080P 50Hz/60Hz: Up to 8 channels simutaneously ;

1080P 30Hz or 1080I 50/60Hz or 720P and below:Up to 16 CH simutaneously. 

IP stream D300 4K decoder Display/switcher 

SDI

HDMI

Dynamic stream switching support 

Support various network 
video decoding

RTMP

HLS

TS over UDP 

RTP 
RTSP

Video Decoders 31-32

4K UHD Video Decoder

The D300-4K UHD Video decoder is a professional 

hardware decoding device that can decode multiple video 

streams without relying on a computer It outputs SDI signal 

and HDMI signal video, supports 4K UHD resolution, and 

supports multi-channels video stream split screen to the 

display wall and dynamic switching.

High 
compatibility

Support 4K Low latency 
decoding

Multi-stream 
switching

Image scaling / 
frame rate 
conversion

24h working 
mode

Support SDK

16 channels 
video split to 
the screen

When you need to decode and split the multi-channel 4K UHD network video stream, 

even if you need to switch the multi-channel network stream to the wall, you only 

need to connect the D300 4K UHD decoder to the network and the large screen 

interface. Various web videos can be presented in real time on a large screen 

according to your needs.

Applications

Advantages

Powerful decoding function, support 4K H.265 decoding, support 16 
channels of video simultaneous decoding output.

Support H.265, H.264 decoding, support 16 channels 1080p30, or 4 channels 

4k HD video simultaneous decoding output.

HDMI and SDI dual interface output, support HDMI (up to 3840x2160@60Hz) 

and SDI (up to 1920x1080@60Hz) same or different content output.

Using kiloview’ s image enhancement and fault-tolerant technology, for low-

code-encoded Video, 10% of network packet loss video, etc., clear and 

distortion-free decoding output.

Using kiloview’ s intelligent delay control technology, the typical network 

environment is less than 200ms decoding delay.

With video stream dynamic switching function, support multi-screen custom split 
screen display.

Support 16 channels of video stream dynamic switching output, seamless switching is smooth.

Support 16 channels of video custom 1/2/4/6/8/9/16 split display.

Support audio mix output.

Support Tally display and column indication.

High compatibi l i ty, compatible with various types of network video decoding 
output, suitable for a wide range of video stream dynamic switching functions,
support mult i -screen custom spl i t screen display.

Support 16 channels of video stream dynamic switching output, seamless switching is smooth .

Support 16 channels of video custom 1/2/4/6/8/9/16 split display.

Support audio mix output.

Support Tally display and column indication.

The input supports mainstream network video protocols such as RTMP/HLS/TS over 

UDP/RTP/RTSP, and supports protocols such as SIP and VOCP. Compatible with hundreds of 

front-end encoding products, streaming media servers, network cameras, etc.

Support HDMI/SDI embedded audio output and analog audio output.

Parameters



DC230 

DC230

High compatibility Up to 1080P Multi streams 
decoding

SDI
DVI

HDMI
VGA

Image scaling function

Up to 4 streams decoding s imulatneously

1080

Video Decoders 33-34

Multifunctional HD Video Decoder

DC230 is a professional hardware decoding device, which can 

independently decode IP video streams in various formats, 

and output with SDI signals, DVI-I signal (compatible with 

HDMI/VGA signals). It also supports multi video streams 

decode simultaneously.

Image scaling / 
frame rate 
conversion

24h working 
mode

Support SDK

Kiloview DC230 video decoder can convert IP stream to SDI/DVI signal (HDMI/ 

VGA signal compatible), which helps you to watch the network live broadcast by 

local display screen, or insert the IP stream to a production console.

Applications

Advantages

Up to 4 streams decoding simultaneously, strong error-resistance, 
low latency.

Up to 4CH 1080p30 (H.264) video decoding simultaneously.

With Kiloview unique image enhancement and fault-tolerant technology, it 

has powerful error resistance for video encoded at low bitrate with up to 

10% packet loss, excellent image output can be obtained.

Decoding latency can be less than 200 ms under a typical network 

environment with Kiloview intelligent latency control technology.

IP Stream
HD Video 

Decoder
Display/switcher 

High compatibility, SDI + DVI dual output, wide application.

It supports RTMP/ HLS/ TS over UDP, RTSP protocols as well as SIP/ VOCP, it can also be 

connected with different kinds of encoding device, streaming media servers and IP cameras. 

With dual output SDI & DVI ( HDMI/ VGA compatible ), and the resolution can be self-defined.

Outputs of SDI/ HDMI can be up to 1080p60, 1080p/1080i 59.94 is also compatible And VGA up 

to UXGA solution.

Analog audio and embedded SDI/ HDMI audio can be output simultaneously.

Audio mixing, tally and column loudspeaker indicating design supported.

Portable size, low power consumption, multifunctional, 24h continuous operation 
available.

Size is 138mm*105mm*27mm only; power consumption is 5w, makes 24h continuous operation 

available.

With image scaling function, the output video can be scaled as well as frame rate conversion, in 

order to adapt different output video formats. 

SDI/HDMI: Up to 1080P60Hz,VGA: Up to UXGA.

SDI:1080P60/59.94/50,1080P30/29.97/25/24/23.98,1080I60/59.94/50,
720P60/59.94/50, 570I50,480I60;

HDMI/DVI :1080p60/50,1080p24/25/30,1080i60/50,720p60/50, VESA standard formats;

VGA: 1080p,720p,UXGA(1600x1200),SXGA(1280x1024),XGA(1024x768),SVGA(800x600),
VGA(640x480) and other VESA formats.

1*SDI, SD-SDI(270M,HD-SDI(1.485G),3G-SDI(2.97G);
1*DVI-I, HDMI1.4 /DVI 1.0/VGA

1*RJ-45

1*USB 2.0 Type-A

Analog line-out; SDI/HDMI embedded 

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP/SIP/VOCP

Belden 1694A cable standard: SD SDI ≥ 350m; HD SDI ≥ 180m; 3D SDI ≥ 100m

H.264

AAC/ G.711

≤200ms

Up to 4 channels 1080p30/ 1080p 60

Web operation

DC 12V, 1A/ 5W

138*105*27mm/380g

-20℃~60℃

Parameters

Model

Input

USB port

Video output 

Output formats

Audio output

Media transmission protocols

SDI transmitting distance

Video decoding

Audio decoding 

Decoding delay

Max decoding ability

Management 

Power supply/Consumption

Size/ Weight 

Operation temperature

Dual output SDI & DVI
 ( HDMI/ VGA compatible )

offline Display/OK

Display/OKDisplay/OK



DC220 

200ms

24h continuous 
operation available

Dual output SDI & DVI
 ( HDMI/ VGA compatible )

1080

Video Decoders 35-36

Cost-effective decoding device

DC220 is a professional hardware decoding device, which 

can independently decode IP video streams in various 

formats (from ip-camera stream, RTSP/RTMP/RTP 

unicast or multicast media streams, etc.), and output with 

SDI signals, DVI-I signal (compatible with HDMI/VGA 

signals).

High compatibility Support 1080P Image scaling / 
frame rate 
conversion

24h working 
mode

Support SDK

SDI
DVI

HDMI
VGA

Kiloview DC220 video decoder can convert IP stream to SDI/DVI signal (HDMI/ 

VGA signal compatible), which helps you to watch the network live broadcast by 

local display screen, or insert the IP stream to a production console. 

Applications

Advantages

Strong decoding ability, strong error-resistance, low latency.

With Kiloview unique image enhancement and fault-tolerant technology, it 

has powerful error resistance for video encoded at low bitrate with up to 

10% packet loss, excellent image output can be obtained.

Decoding latency can be less than 200 ms under a typical network 

environment with Kiloview intelligent latency control technology.

Decoding of H.264 encoded video and AAC/G.711 encoded audio at 

bitrate of 40Mbps supported. 

IP Stream
HD Video 

Decoder
Display/switcher 

Dual output SDI & DVI
 ( HDMI/ VGA compatible )

High compatibility, SDI + DVI dual output, wide application.

It supports RTMP/ HLS/ TS over UDP, RTSP protocols as well as SIP/ VOCP, it can also be 

connected with different kinds of encoding device, streaming media servers and IP cameras. 

With dual output SDI & DVI ( HDMI/ VGA compatible ), and the resolution can be self-defined.

Outputs of SDI/ HDMI can be up to 1080p60, and VGA up to UXGA solution; 1080p/1080i 59.94 

is also compatible.

Analog audio and embedded SDI/ HDMI audio can be output simultaneously.

Audio mixing, tally and column loudspeaker indicating design supported.

Portable size, low power consumption, multifunctional, 24h continuous operation 
available.

Size is 138mm*105mm*27mm only; power consumption is 5w, makes 24h continuous operation 

available.

With image scaling function, the output video can be scaled as well as frame rate conversion, in 

order to adapt different output video formats. 

DC220

1*SDI, SD-SDI(270M,HD-SDI(1.485G),3G-SDI(2.97G);
1*DVI-I, HDMI1.4 /DVI 1.0/VGA

1*RJ-45

1*USB 2.0 Type-A

Analog line-out; SDI/HDMI embedded 

RTMP/HLS/TS over UDP/RTP/RTSP/SIP/VOCP

Belden 1694A cable standard: SD SDI ≥ 350m; HD SDI ≥ 180m; 3D SDI ≥ 100m

H.264

AAC/ G.711

≤200ms

Single channel video decoding 

Web operation

DC 12V, 1A/ 5W

138*105*27mm/380g

-20℃~60℃

Model

Input

USB port

Video output 

Output formats

Audio output

Media protocols

SDI transmitting distance

Video decoding

Audio decoding 

Decoding delay

Decoding ability

Management 

Power supply/Consumption

Size/ Weight 

Operation temperature

Parameters

SDI/HDMI: Up to 1080P60Hz,VGA: Up to UXGA.

SDI:1080P60/59.94/50,1080P30/29.97/25/24/23.98,1080I60/59.94/50,
720P60/59.94/50, 570I50,480I60;

HDMI/DVI :1080p60/50,1080p24/25/30,1080i60/50,720p60/50, VESA standard formats;

VGA: 1080p,720p,UXGA(1600x1200),SXGA(1280x1024),XGA(1024x768),SVGA(800x600),
VGA(640x480) and other VESA formats.

HD Video Decoder



CV190 HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

YPbPr

SD SDI: ≤ 0.15UI     HD SDI: ≤ 0.8UI      3G SDI: ≤ 2.0UI

SD SDI: ≤ 0.15UI（1KHz）    HD SDI: ≤ 0.2UI（10KHz）      3G SDI: ≤ 0.3UI（10KHz）

4W

CV190

Frame rate/ 

resolution conversion 

 Color adjustment  24h continuous 
working available

HDMI/ VGA
/ AV to SDI

High compatibility

High quality

10bit YUV4:2:2

37-38Video Converters

Multifunctional Video Converter

Multi- interface to SDI Video Converter

Kiloview KV-CV190 is a broadcast level multifunctional 

video converter which can convert HDMI, VGA and 

AV(CVBS) to SDI with functions of frame conversion, 

resolut ion conversion, image scale up/down, color 

conditioning, image enhancement and adjustment. 

Kiloview CV190 video converter is suitable for the applications that need to convert HDMI/ VGA/ AV (CVBS) to SDI signal, such as broadcast, video 

teaching and training, HD video information release, HD video long-distance transmission, video conferencing, multimedia advertising and video 

security monitoring etc..

Applications

Advantages

High compatibility, wide application.

HDMI, VGA and AV (CVBS) signals can be manually specified or automatically identified.

It supports HDMI audio un-embedded/ analog audio input, and making audio embedded into SDI signal.

SD/HD/3G SDI output supported; supports 2 channels SDI output simultaneously.

Integrated with enhanced SDI line driver, it can ensure SD SDI transmission distance up to 400m, HD SDI 

transmission distance 200 m, 3G SDI transmission distance 100 m, under Belden 1694A and same cable 

quality conditions. 

Advanced settings or firmware upgrading is available by connecting PC via USB.

High quality image conversion and image enhancement processing, 
it can make sure the image quality to broadcasting level.

10bit YUV4:2:2 conversion, it can keep the color without distortion.

Professional  color adjustment, 3D noise reduction, interlace/ progressive video conversion, video 

scaling up/ down conversion and frame rate conversion etc., which can guarantee the professional 

image conversion quality.

High quality, 7*24h continuous working mode.

High quality capacitors, PCB board, interfaces adopted which ensured the stability of the device, 

making 7*24h continuous working available.

EMC and HDMI test passed, products have high compatibility and reliability.

Blue screen display while signal loss.   

Parameters

Model 

Input

Output 

Input format

SDI transmitting distance

SDI signal amplitude

SDI impedance

SDI coupling type

SDI timing jitter

SDI adjusting jitter

Management 

Power supply

Consumption 

Operation temperature

Size

Weight  

1×HDMI,1×VGA,1×BNC AV (CVBS), 1×3.5mm dual channel analog audio (1vp-p) 

2×BNC-SDI（SD/HD/3G )

Belden 1694A cable standard: SD SDI ≥ 350m; HD SDI ≥ 180m; 3D SDI ≥ 100m

0.8Vp-p

75 Ohm

AC 

Remote control /PC connection with USB 

12V, 1A

-20℃~60℃

120*100*26mm

315g

HDMI: 480i,576i,480p, 576p, 720p@50/59.94/60, 1080i@50/59.94/60,1080p@24/25/29.97/30, 
1080p50/59.94/60;

VGA: up to 1920x1080@60hz, support all VESA standard resolution and common non-vesa 
resolution;

YPbPr: (using vga-ypbpr), support 720p50/59.94/60,P24 i50 1080/59.94/60 and 1080/25/
29.97/30/50/59.94/60;

AV (CVBS): PAL(576i)/NTSC(480i)



CV180 

CV180

 1×BNC SDI

0.8Vp-p

12V, 1A

4W

-20℃~60℃

120*100*26mm

315g

525i 59.94，625i 50；

720p 23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60；

1080i 50/59.94/60；

1080p 23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60.

HDMI

VGA 

CVBS

SDI

YPbPr

Video Converters 39-40

Frame rate/ 

resolution conversion 

 Color adjustment  24h continuous 
working available

SDI to HDMI/
VGA/AV (CVBS)

High compatibility

High quality

10bit YUV4:2:2

Multifunctional Video Converter

SDI to Multi- interface Video Converter

Kiloview KV-CV180 is a broadcast level multifunctional 

video converter which can convert SDI to HDMI, VGA and 

AV(CVBS) with functions of frame conversion, resolution 

conversion, image scale up/ down, color conditioning, image 

enhancement and adjustment, etc.

Kiloview CV180 video converter is suitable for the applications that need to convert  SDI to  (HDMI/ VGA/ AV (CVBS)/ independent audio, etc.)  

such as broadcast, video teaching and training, HD video information release, HD video long-distance transmission, video conferencing, 

multimedia advertising and video security monitoring etc..

Applications

Advantages

High compatibility, wide application.

SD/HD/3G SDI input together with built-in SDI clock recovery circuit and line equalizer, it can recover 

attenuation and distortion SDI signal after long-distance transmission.

HDMI/VGA/AV(CVBS) output simultaneously supported with self-defined resolution, independent audio 

output available.

HDMI/ VGA DDC function supported, it can self-adaptively output the best mode of HDMI/ VGA.

OSD menu operation interface supported.

High quality image conversion and image enhancement processing, 
it can make sure the image quality to broadcasting level.

10bit YUV4:2:2 conversion, it can keep the color without distortion.

Professional  color adjustment, 3D noise reduction, interlace/ progressive video conversion, video 

scaling up/down conversion and frame rate conversion etc., which can guarantee the professional 

image conversion quality.

High quality, 7*24h continuous working mode.

High quality capacitors, PCB board, interfaces adopted which ensured the stability of the device, 

making 7*24h continuous working available.

EMC and HDMI test passed, products have high compatibility and reliability.

Blue screen display while signal loss.   

Model 

Input

Output 

Input format

Video loop out 

SDI transmitting distance

SDI signal amplitude

SDI impedance

SDI coupling type

Management 

Power supply

Consumption 

Operation temperature

Size

Weight 

1×BNC SDI (SD/HD/3G SDI)

1*HDMI,1×BNC AV(CVBS) 1×VGA ( any two of them can be output in the same time )

Belden 1694A cable standard: SD SDI ≥ 350m; HD SDI ≥ 180m; 3D SDI ≥ 100m

75 Ohm

AC 

Parameters

Remote control /PC connection with USB 



Model

Resolution

Transmission rate

Size

Weight

Power consumption

Power

Working temperature

46*96*23mm

120g

1W

5~16V

-20℃~60℃

KV-C1 Mini

2.97G / 1.485G / 270M

Sound column

4:3 safety box

Subtitle safe area

Video security zone

C1 Mini Video Converter

525i 59.94，625i 50; 720p 23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60；
1080i 50/59.94/60; 1080p 23.98/24/25/29.97/30/50/59.94/60.

Video Converters 41-42

Webcam Camera video matrix DVR 

Displayer Projection Television 

Power supply

SDI
device

HDMI
device

C1 mini video converter can convert 1 CH SDI to HDMI without damage, splitting and converting SDI audio signal then 

embedded into HDMI signal, which realizes the simultaneous output of audio and video.

Applications

For broadcast and TV production, it can take HDMI displayer (TV, Display) as SDI monitor, no need to pay extra cost for 

expensive SDI monitor.

For public video surveillance/ security/ education and other fields, it can convert SDI signal to HDMI signal.

Broadcast level conversion without damage and zero latency output, 
video editing auxiliary functions supported

Adopting FPGA image processing technology to realize 10bits lossless image conversion.

Supporting functions like image safety frame, audio column, centre cross (Functions are selective  at the bottom).

High compatibility, compatible with various common SDI and HDMI signal.

Supports full SD/HD/3G-A/3G-B SDI Signal input.

Supports the most widely-used HDMI 1.4 version(or below) output.

Low power consumption, wide voltage design, strong environmental 
adaptability.

Support 5~16V voltage, power by normal power bank available.

Low power consumption(1W), low heat generation, it can work stablely in harsh 

environments and suitable for mobile applications.

Parameters

Advantages



Device status remote monitoring Stream switching control management

L3  

Cooling design 
makes it stable 
working

Others 43-44

(Streaming media centralized control system)

Kiloview�IMS�System
4G-LTE bonding router

L3 4G-LTE bonding router is a professional 4G-LTE routing 

device with 3 x 4G-LTE communication modules. It provides 

stable and multiplying uplink and downlink bandwidth 

through bonding links. Ideally, 3 links of bonding can make 

the upstream bandwidth at 20Mps stably.

Applications

It can be widely used in webcast, outdoor filming, exhibition 

network, fire monitoring, maritime testing and more.

Advantages

3 x 4G-LTE link bonding effectively increases the bandwidth and eliminates the 

blind zone of mobile signal.

Three HG external antennas are configured to furtherly ensure 4G signal stability.

Built-in large-capacity lithium battery makes it lasts 4 hours stable working.

Hot shoe is equipped for easy mounting.

With cooling design, it can work stablely in high temperature environment.

Support one WLAN, with DHCP service, and the device is plug and play.

Parameters

Model                      L3

Number of 4G SIM cards     3

Support cellular network mode   TDD-LTE，FDD-LTE，DC-HSPA+/HSPA+/HSPA/UMTS，TD-SCDMA

Built-in battery life             4 hours

USB port                     USB 2.0

Panel indicator                4G signal indicator, battery indicator 

Power charging / supply         12V/1A

Consumption                 6.5W (Typical)

Working temperature           -20 ℃ ~ 45℃

Size                   158*110*30mm

Kiloview IMS system can remotely manage all the distributed encoders, decoders and other streaming media devices, such as centralized display 

of device status, remote setting device parameters, remote upgrade device firmware, video stream parameter setting, video stream production 

management, video stream switching management, video recording management, voice management, user roles management, etc..

It can remote monitor the network connection status, video stream 

status, and operation logs of all distributed devices real-time, thus to 

prevent failures effectively.

It can configure the parameters of the devices that are distributed at 

site by one management platform, such as network configuration, 

flow parameter configuration, code stream setting without debug all 

the site devices which greatly reduce the work intensity and improve 

efficiency.

When the device firmware needs to be upgraded, it can be 

distributed and upgraded in batches, which greatly reduces the work 

intensity and increase work efficiency.

For simultaneous multiple programs, the platform can perform unified 

resource allocation management for all media streams to avoid 

conflicts of utilization as well as to reduce idleness and increase 

utilization efficiency of media resources.

The platform supports the dynamic switching of PGM and PVW for all 

video streams, to satisfy the needs of production management.

The function of video recording of all the devices can be remotely 

turned on or off to achieve the unified management of recording 

resources.

The platform can connect the "voice talkback" of all coding devices, 

and has multi-role voice intercom management function. Multiple 

discussion groups can be set up, each of which can support various 

intercom modes, such as host only, or optionally any two or more 

people intercoming.

The platform has user role management function that can give 

different roles with different permissions, and multiple roles can use 

the platform simultaneously.

Device Status Remote Monitoring

Device Firmware Remote Upgrading

Video Stream Switching Management

Voice Intercom Management User Role Management

Video Recording Management

Video Stream Production Management  

Device Parameters Remote Setting



China Satcom video satellite transmission

Video Transmission of Gansu 
Provincial Expressway Toll Station  

45-46Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Video Transmission of Zhoushan Municipal 
Government Emergency Exercise  

Broadcast monitoring of Hunan TV Show  Run for Time   

Beijing Education Recording and Broadcasting 
Company Live Streaming Customization Project

Shanghai Medical Company's surgical 
teaching customization project

Network live broadcast equipment package for 
Shenzhen listed roadshow company

Codec equipment package for Anhui military 
industry central enterprise

SDI converter equipment package for Xi'an 
public security industry integrator 

Cases
High quality products, serves high-end customers over the world

Kiloview developed a video encoder (NDI) product according to 

NewTek technical requirements, which can be coupled with NewTek 

products such as TriCaster. Now Kiloview has become a strategic 

partner of NewTek after years of cooperation due to our excellent 

product quality and strong technical ability.

NewTek encoding hardware project

Kiloview provided a portable program monitoring solution for Hunan 

TV IP broadcast van project. We provided 4G encoding equipment 

(transmitting end) and HD decoding equipment (receiving end). Each 

video can be transmitted to the director for real-time monitoring. 

Hunan TV IP broadcast van for video transmission

Video transmission of Jiaolong Manned Submarine  

Kiloview provides customized video transmission equipment for 

“Jiaolong”. It can return its deep-sea detection video back to the 

cabin, then play and store. The highly integrated  (12CH encoder 

integration), ultra-low latency performance(End-to-end latency 

within 200ms). This national video transmission system can runs 24/7 

and it’s delivered in June 2018.

 Distributed video recording of 14th FINA World 
Swimming Competition

Distributed video recording of the 14th FINA World Swimming 

Competition Full-resource recording and backup for the live video of 

each venue of the event, distributed and portable deployment for TV 

production materials. The event requires the equipment to be stable 

and reliable without any errors. The project was finally completed due 

to Kiloview reliable products.



Services�and�Customization

Item���� Description

Hotline

Warranty

Service Hotline:  0086 731 82525722     0086 185 7319 5156  

E-mail：support@kiloview.com; Skype: info@kiloview.com

Kiloview provides 1 year product warranty for all of our products 

(non-human damage only). After the warranty period, hardware 

replacement or maintenance will be charged.

After-sales�Services

Hardware 
customization

Software 
customization

Customized 
appearance

Hardware interface 
customization

PCB board 
customization

Services�

47 Changsha KILOVIEW Electronics CO.,LTD.

Lifelong technical support, customization available. 

All our products are independently developed and manufactured by Kiloview. We have a dedicated technical service team to 

answer all kinds of technical questions. 

Customization�service�(OEM,�ODM)

With over 10 years’ technology accumulation and modular product design, Kiloview can quickly respond to the customization 

needs. SDK can be provided.

12 Months from Delivery. Free software upgrade

7*24 hours available by telephone or email. 

( Product appearance and specifications are subject to changes without notice )


